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Giáo dục mới tại Việt Nam thập niên 1940 = New Education in Vietnam in the 1940s /
Nguyen Thuy Phuong
Vietnam : Van Hoa Van Nghe, 2018
180p.; 13 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786046850199
$ 20.00
Dr. Nguyen Thuy Phuong (Paris Descartes University, a researcher at the University of
Geneva, Switzerland) made a trip to North Vietnam in the 1940s, following in the footsteps
of pioneering educators who brought the new world education to Vietnam, and discover
the first private kindergarten of the Vietnamese. This book covers the main contents as
follows: 1. Child care and protection in colonial Vietnam - Public and private co-ordination.
2. Early life education ideas - Experimental kindergarten. 3. Preschool education practice The first private kindergarten.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502108
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Người Hoa, người Minh Hương với văn hóa Hội An = Chinese people, Minh Huong people
with Hoi An culture / Nguyen Ngoc Tho
Vietnam : Van Hoa Van Nghe, 2018
256p.;14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786046848486
$ 26.00
'Vietnam has a culture of unity in diversity. Vietnamese cultural heritage is a system of
cultural achievements created and preserved by ethnic groups and cultural regions. These
cultural achievements, in practice, have interacted with each other and with the challenges
of time and historical events. Hoi An port city is formed and developed on the basis of
international economic and cultural exchanges, including roles of Chinese, Japanese and
Westerners. Today, Hoi An is famous for its Japanese bridge, ancient streets and the VietJapan friendship, while important cultural landmarks of the Chinese and Western are
rarely mentioned. In fact, in Hoi An, the cultural imprint of the Chinese and their
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descendants is most prominent, from the architecture of temples, townhouses, beliefs religion, customs - festivals, culinary, to traditional jobs and economic activity.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=467674
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sài Gòn - Gia Định - Ký ức lịch sử - văn hóa = Saigon - Gia Dinh - Historical and cultural
memories / Huynh Ngoc Trang
Vietnam : Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, 2018
408p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786045883228
$ 28.00
At the end of the 17th century, Saigon was a district in Gia Dinh province. Through many
changes, Saigon became the center of the new land, known to the world as the "Pearl of the
Far East". Saigon is a crossroads city because it is home to many ethnic groups, center of
the regional and world wide trade routes. Following that is the continuous exchange of
people and diverse cultures. For more than 100 years, Western tone is the dominant tone
in modern society, but the new cultural adaptation of indigenous generations is quite
different. The reactions from that reality have arisen nationalist-oriented movements. The
work of understanding traditional heritage in Gia Dinh - Saigon, from the fields of belief spirituality, literature - art to customs - practices encountered obstacles and lack of
relevant resources.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502116
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phê bình sinh thái với văn xuôi Nam Bộ = Ecological criticism with the prose of South
Vietnam / Bui Thanh Tuyen
Vietnam : Van Hoa Van Nghe, 2018
300p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786046847755
$ 27.00
Ecological criticism appeared in the United Kingdom and the United States in the late 20th
century in the context of a severe crisis of the global environment and quickly spread
across many countries, including Vietnam. The general purpose of ecological criticism is to
study the relationship between people and nature, literature and the environment. On the
basis of analyzing and evaluating the early prose of the South from the perspective of
ecological criticism, this book will contribute to clarify the harmonious relationship
between people and the natural environment. The book also answers the question of why
Southern ecological writers have become witnesses of river civilization and
environmentalists. The message from the book is not only for today but also for tomorrow.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=495127
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Nam Bộ từ năm 1698 đến cuối thế kỳ XIX qua nghiên cứu của người nước ngoài = Southern
Vietnam from 1698 to the end of the 19th century through research of foreigners / Thu
Dau Mot University
Vietnam : Van Hoa Van Nghe, 2018
312p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786046849810
$ 27.00
For a long time, the Southern region of Vietnam has become a research object of many
domestic and foreign scientists because of the richness of history and culture as well as the
nature of changes and disturbances in the formation and development. From the middle of
the nineteenth century, Vietnam stood before the foreign invasion until the Western
colonialists completed the task of putting their rule on this country, the Southern problem
became more and more complicated from nature to expression. Southern Vietnam has a
long history of more than 300 years since the trip in 1698 by Nguyen Huu Canh. More than
three centuries have passed, this is the place where important historical transitions took
place, which attracted the attention of many foreign scholars.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502117
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Những trầm tích địa danh = Place names sediments / Nguyen Thanh Loi
Vietnam : Van Hoa Van Nghe, 2018
318p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786046846130
$ 24.00
Places are historical - cultural steal, which record the imprints from nature and history to
human activities in different areas of the world. In other words, it is a "map" drawn in the
language of human history and culture expressed through place names. Where people live,
there is a place name. These cultural sediments contain many interesting things, requiring
the discovery and decoding of scientists from different disciplines, from history,
archeology, ethnography, geography to linguistics, culture, arts ... This book gathers articles
about place names that have been studied for many years. The content mainly refers to
places where the author has long research conditions.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502118
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Người Ê Đê - Một xã hội mẫu quyền = The Ê Đê: A society of maternal right / Anne de
Hauteclocque-Howe
Vietnam : Tri Thuc, 2018
416p.; 14 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786049438912
$ 35.00
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This book was originally an ethnographic study conducted by Anne de Hauteclocque in
1962 on the social institution of the Ede people, with particular emphasis on explaining the
binding between components. populated in a maternal right society. Her work is
impressive in terms of investigation and statistics, as well as a thorough reference to
customary law files, so that from actual data reconstructing the model of establishing
internal relations in the maternal society of the Ede people in Dak Lak. The purpose of this
study is, through the activities of a village, studying the social and family organization of
the Ede people. It can be considered as the most basic research work so far on the Ede
society, a model society that is both typical and unique.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502120
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Người Ba-Na ở Kon Tum = The Bahnar in Kon Tum / Nguyen Kinh Chi, Nguyen Dong Chi
Vietnam : Tre, 2018
298p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786041129627
$ 26.00
The Bahnar is one of 54 ethnic groups in Vietnam. Bahnar compatriots live mainly in the
Central Highlands, they have unique customs and activities, forming a rich culture. Nearly
100 years ago, two scholars Nguyen Kinh Chi - Nguyen Dong Chi, by fieldwork, recorded the
characteristics of the life, culture and language of the Bahnar people. In this book, readers
can be aware of the human geographical features and residential development history of
rural Kon Tum, villages, and two urban areas of Kon Tum and An Khe, administrative
organization, cultivation, trade, ethnography, Baani humanity, cosmology and polytheism,
village customs and folklore, calendar and weather according to the concept of ethnic
people, proverbs, basic words, fairy tales, festive musical instruments of the Bahnar e in the
20-30s of the last century. This can be considered as the first in-depth research on a
minority in Vietnam.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502121
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thành cổ ở Phú Yên - Tư liệu và nhận thức = Ancient citadel in Phu Yen - Documentation
and awareness / Dang Van Thang, Phi Ngoc Tuyen
Vietnam : Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Tp. Ho Chi Minh, 2018
296p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786047364787
$ 25.00
In 2008 and early 2009, Phu Yen Provincial Museum in conjunction with the Department of
Archeology, University of Social Sciences and Humanities - Ho Chi Minh City National
University conducted exploration and excavation the ancient Citadel of Ho Dynasty. Since
September 5, 2008, An Tho ancient citadel has been excavated. After nearly 2 months, the
excavation ended successfully. This book is a scientific report of that exploration and
excavation, including the following main contents: 1. Geographic location - The process of
studying Ancient Citadel of the Ho dynasty. 2. Exploration and archaeological excavation of
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the ancient Citadel of Ho Dynasty for the fourth time. 3. The relics. 4. Ancient citadel of the
Ho Dynasty in the context of Champa ancient.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502123
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Miền Đông Nam Bộ - Lịch sử và văn hóa - Tập 1 = Southeast Vietnam - History and culture Volume 1 / Dr. Nguyen Van Hiep, Dr. Ho Son Dai
Vietnam : Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Tp. Ho Chi Minh, 2018
248p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786047360925
$ 18.00
This book is part of the Scientific Research Project on Southeast Vietnam with 10
programs: economy, society, educations, history - culture, environment, urbanization, sea
and islands, borders, science and technology, international integration. In the historyculture program, Thu Dau Mot University collected, edited and published the series
Southeast Vietnam - History and culture. Each volume is composed of scientific topics of
some historical and cultural fields of Southeast Vietnam from prehistoric to present. The
main contents of vol. 1 includes: Historical process of Southeast Vietnam; Oc Eo cultural
heritage; The exploitation of Saigon - Gia Dinh during the Nguyen dynasty; The process of
establishing and protecting sovereignty in the seas and islands during the Nguyen dynasty;
Maritime industry in the 17th and 18th centuries.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502124
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Âm nhạc dân gian xứ Thanh = Folk music of Thanh Hoa / Nguyen Lien, Hoang Minh Tuong
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
654p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786047868537
$ 33.00
The 'Folk music of Thanh Hoa' is a research, collection and introduction features of the rich
folk music of Thanh area - Thanh Hoa. This book is implemented through 5 chapters: 1.
Foundation basis and performing methods of the Thanh's folk music, overall introduction
to the natural - social conditions of Thanh Hoa and modes of performance. 2. Genres of
Thanh' music, introduction to folk music songs in two main genres: Folk songs, ordinary
music. 3. Language in folk music of Thanh Hoa, this chapter studies the sound details of
Thanh Hoa filk music in terms of melodies, rhythms - beats, Scales - modes, form of
structure. 4. Lyrics of folk music of Thanh Hoa. 5. Characteristic of values of the Thanh folk
music.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502126
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Âm nhạc hát văn hầu ở Hà Nội = Van Hau music in Hanoi / Ho Thi Hong Dung
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
374p.; 14.5 x 20.6 cm
Vietnamese
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9786047867417
$ 19.00
The 'Van Hau music in Hanoi' by Ho Thi Hong Dung is a study and introduction to artistic
characteristics of the Van Hau music - one of three Van singing forms in Hanoi. Main
content of the book is implemented through 3 chapters. Chapter 1: The Tu Phu belief and
Hau Bong rituals, a brief introduction to the Tu Phu belief and Hau Bong rituals (ritual
masters, form of Hau Bong rituals). Chapter 2: Van Hau singing - performing means,
analysis and introduction of the system performing means (singing, lyric system, melody
system, rhythm layout, moon lute, wood instruments, methods of concert. Chapter 3: Van
Hau singing - musical elements, study the system of creating factors of Van Hau music
(structure, scales - tunes, melodies.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502128
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ca Huế từ góc nhìn văn hóa học = Ca Hue (Hue singing) from the perspective of cultural
study / Ho Thi Hong Dung
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
372p.; 14.5 x 20.7 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867318
$ 18.75
'Ca Hue (Hue singing) from the perspective of cultural study' by Tran Kieu Lai Thuy is a
study and introduction to features of Ca Hue - one of three typical traditional chamber
music genres of Vietnam. Ca Hue was studies as a cultural phenomenon, in the overall
context of Hue culture and Vietnamese culture. Main content of the book is implemented
through 3 chapters: 1. Theoretical and practical basis, overall introduction of musical
terms, characteristics of geographic space. 2. Artistic characteristics of Ca Hue from the
perspective of cultural study, study and introduction of two main issues: Synthesis of Ca
Hue; Scholar of Ca Hue (the royal elite and classical characteristics). 3. Value and
conservation issues of Ca Hue, analysis of values of Ca Hue and recommendations for
preservation methods.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502129
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Các bài cúng trong nghi lễ vòng đời người của dân tộc Ê Đê ở Đắc Lắk (sưu tầm, giới thiệu)
= Worshiping songs in human life cycle rituals of the E De people in Dak Lak / Truong Bi, Y
Won
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
552p.; 14.5 x 20.8 cm
Vietnamese
9786045395929
$ 27.75
Worshiping songs in human life cycle rituals of the E De people in Dak Lak' is a collection
and introduction of the documentation of worshiping songs used in the human life cycle of
the E De people. The main content of the book is the collection of 15 worshiping songs used
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in traditional rituals relating to the human life cycle. The content of worshiping songs
represents the spiritual culture, customs and habits, folk knowledge and the humanity of
the E De. Each song was introduced in both text format of Vietnamese and transliteration in
E De language. Some ritual songs in this book: Mature ritual, wedding ritual, worshiping
ritual toward the pregnant woman, naming - and ear blowing ritual for new born baby...
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502131
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dân ca nghi lễ của người Dao Tuyển = Folk music in rituals of Dao Tuyen people / Ban Thi
Quynh Giao
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
360p.; 14.5 x 20.9 cm
Vietnamese
9786047868520
$ 18.00
Dao Tuyen people in particular and Dao people in general migrated to Vietnam quite early.
On the migration path as well as when settling in new lands, Dao Tuyen people have many
difficulties in material conditions but they have not lost their spiritual and cultural life.
Music used in ceremonies is an invaluable intangible cultural property of the Dao Tuyen
people. That music not only reflects customs, habits, beliefs, ideologies, and senses but also
features its own distinctive cultural identity. The main content of the book includes: 1.
Overview, research situation and ceremonial folk songs of Dao Tuyen people. 2.
Performance of ceremonial folk songs of the Dao Tuyen people. 3. The world - human
views in ceremonial folk songs of the Dao Tuyen people. 4 Artistic elements in ceremonial
folk songs, including performing arts, language, poetry modes.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502132
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đám cưới của người H'Mông Lềnh (H'Mông hoa) ở Lào Cai - Sưu tầm, nghiên cứu =
Weddings of the H'Mong Lenh (H'Mong Hoa) in Lao Cai / Tran Huu Son, Duong Tuan Nghia
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
520p.; 14.5 x 20.10 cm
Vietnamese
9786045394700
$ 26.00
'Weddings of the H'Mong Lenh (H'Mong Hoa) in Lao Cai' is the study of rituals and
proceedings at weddings of the H'Mong Lenh people which are organized in traditional
customs. Main content of the book consists of 3 chapters. Chapter 1: Wedding ceremonies
of the H'Mong people. The authors study wedding ceremonies such as the age-view
ceremony, le liaison ceremony, the engagement feast, the wedding and the return
ceremony. Chapter 2: Poetry at the H'Mong's Wedding. This chapter collects and introduces
wedding songs in bilingual formats in H'Mong and Vietnamese language. Chapter 3: Artistic
features of poetry in wedding of the H'Mong Lenh people. The authors analyzes poetic
characteristics such as form and genre, structure of texts, artistic space, linguistic elements
and rhetoric methods.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502133
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Làng nghề truyền thống sản xuất hàng hóa xuất khẩu tại Thành phố Hồ Chí Minh =
Traditional craft villages which produce exporting products in Ho Chi Minh city / Cao Hong
An
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
196p.; 14.5 x 20.11 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867356
$ 10.00
Traditional craft villages which produce exporting products in Ho Chi Minh city' is a study
and introduction of features of some traditional craft villages which are specifying in
production for exports in area of Ho Chi Minh City. The main content of this book is
implemented through chapters. Chapter 1: Overview, introduction to overall concepts used
in the book and traditional craft villages in Ho Chi Minh City. Chapter 2: Working conditions
of traditional craft villages for exporting products in Ho Chi Minh city, introduction to
production, products, markets development status of traditional craft villages of: Basket
weaving Xuan Thoi Son village, rice paper Phu Hoa Dong village, bamboo mat Tan Thong
Hoi village... Chapter 3: Features, values and functions of traditional craft villages for
exporting products in Ho Chi Minh city.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502135
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lễ cấp sắc và tang ma của người Dao Tuyển ở Bảo Thắng - Lào Cai (tìm hiểu và giới thiệu) =
The mature rituals and funerals of the Dao Tuyen people in Bao Thang - Lao Cai / Phan Thi
Hang
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
214p.;14.5 x 20.12 cm
Vietnamese
9786045394854
$ 11.00
This book is a study on rituals of mature ceremonies and funerals of the Dao Tuyen people
in Bao Thang district, Lao Cai province. Dao Tuyen is a small member in the group of Dao
Lan Tien ethnic people in Vietnam, they are living mostly in Lao Cai, Ha Giang and scattered
in other provinces. The main content of the project consists of 3 chapters. Chapter 1:
Overview of the Dao Tuyen people in Bao Thang, Lao Cai. Chapter 2: Mature rituals and
funerals of the Dao Tuyen people. Chapter 3: The values of mature and funeral rituals of the
Dao Tuyen people (historical values, humanities values, artistic values, community
cohesion values). The author also proposed solutions to preserve and promote values in
the life of ethnic group.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502139
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lễ hội truyền thống dân tộc Tày huyện Bắc Sơn Lạng Sơn (khảo sát, nghiên cứu, giới thiệu)
= Traditional festivals of the Tay ethnic in Bac Son district, Lang Son province / Hoang Tuan
Cu
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
Mary Martin Booksellers Pte Ltd
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304p.;14.5 x 20.13 cm
Vietnamese
9786045395936
$ 15.50
'Traditional festivals of the Tay ethnic in Bac Son district, Lang Son province' by Hoang
Tuan Cu is a collection, survey and introduction of some special traditional Tay festivals.
The main content of the book consists of 2 parts, corresponding to two festivals: 1. The
Long Rong festival (field breaking festival) in Quynh Son Commune: Temple and pagoda in
Quynh Son; Worshiping rituals and the Long Rong festival; The matching process; Cuisine
on the festival. 2. The Na Nhem festival (black painting of faces) in Tran Yen commune:
Some of the legends of the Mo Van well, temple of Mo village, Sa Vun shrine; Preparations
for the festival; The Na Nhem festival (the rituals, the fest, and matching ritual to carry King
Cao Quyet to temple of Mo village.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502142
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mỡi và vai trò của Mỡi trong đời sống tinh thần của người Mường Hòa Bình = Moi and the
role of Moi in the spiritual life of the Muong people in Hoa Binh province / Bach My Trinh,
Man Khanh Quynh
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
264p.; 14.5 x 20.14 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867639
$ 13.50
Moi and the role of Moi in the spiritual life of the Muong people in Hoa Binh province' by
Bach My Trinh is a study and introduction to features of Moi and its roles in the spiritual
life of the Muong people in Hoa Binh. Main content of the book consists of 2 chapters: 1.
Overview of Muong people in Hoa Binh, overview of natural conditions, ethnic history,
socio-economic and spiritual characteristics of the Muong people in Hoa Binh. 2. Moi and
the roles of Moi in the spiritual life of the Muong people from traditional society to modern
society, introduction to Moi (name, history of creation, criteria and procedures of creation
of Moi, rituals relating to Moi...) and the impact of external cultural elements and the
environment... on the development of Moi in the present context.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502144
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nghi lễ cộng đồng của người Xơ Teng ở huyện Tu Mơ Rông tỉnh Kon Tum = Community
ritual of Xo Teng people in Tu Mo Rong district, Kon Tum province / A Tuan
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
318p.; 14.5 x 20.15 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867660
$ 16.00
The book is a study and introduction of the characteristics and prominence of the system of
community ritual of Xo Teng people in Tu Mo Rong, Kon Tum province. Main content of this
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book is implemented through 3 chapters. Chapter 1: Overview of theoretical foundations
and study sites, overview of research history, introduction of some relevant concepts and
theoretical backgrounds of the Xo Teng people. Chapter 2: Some of typical community
rituals of the current Xo Teng people, introduces to ritual elements (participants,
ceremonial space, folklore elements...) and community rituals (ritual to build water spouse,
to cheer for a finished harvest, to eat a buffalo). Chapter 3: The role, transformation and
problems of community rituals in the present day to Xo Teng people.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502147
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nghi lễ của người Hà Nhì ở huyện Bát Xát, tỉnh Lào Cai hiện nay (sách chuyên khảo) =
Rituals of the Ha Nhi people in Bat Xat district, Lao Cai province nowadays / Trinh Thi Lan
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
280p.; 14.5 x 20.16 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867745
$ 14.00
Rituals of the Ha Nhi people in Bat Xat district, Lao Cai province nowadays' is a study and
introduction of features of traditional rituals of the Ha Nhi people. The book is
implemented in 5 chapters. Chapter 1: Overview of the research status, theory basis and
researching area. Chapter 2,3: Introduction to the system of rituals in families and rituals
attached to each human, including rituals in human life cycle, rituals to worship ancestors,
career, and praying for family peace. Chapter 4: Community ritual preparation steps and
system of community rituals. Chapter 5: Research outcomes and discussions, summary of
outcomes of the study process of the system of traditional rituals of the Ha Nhi people;
giving recommendations in preservation and promotion of values of rituals in the present
context.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502151
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phong tục tập quán của người Tày Thanh ở Nghệ An = Customs of the Tay Thanh people in
Nghe An / Nguyen Doan Duong
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
340p.; 14.5 x 20.17 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867752
$ 17.00
'Customs of the Tay Thanh people in Nghe An' is a collection and introduction to features in
the traditional customary system of the Tay Thanh ethnic minority who are living in Bac
Son commune, Nghe An province. Main content of this book consists of two parts: 1.
Natural and human conditions, overview of natural and social conditions of Nghe An
province in general, Bac Son commune in particular, and the history of formation and
development of the Tay Thanh ethnic group in the study area. 2. Traditions - customs beliefs: Believes and worships; The custom of building a house; Wedding custom;
Childbirth and parenting habits; Funeral custom.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502156
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Tang ma của người Thái: quy trình nghi lễ đế tạo cuộc sống mới cho người chết (trường
hợp người Thái Phù Yên - Sơn La) = Funeral rituals of the Thai people - The process to
create a new life for the dead / Lo Xuan Dua
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
362p.; 14.5 x 20.18 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867653
$ 18.50
Funeral rituals of the Thai people - The process to create a new life for the dead' by Lo Xuan
Dua is a study and introduction of steps in conducting a funeral of the Thai people in Phu
Yen district, Son La province. The content of this book consists of 4 chapters. Chapter 1:
Overview of research situation, theoretical basis and study area. This chapter introduces
the study about that Thai people in general and the funeral rituals of the Thai people in
particular. Chapter 2: The preparation process of a Thai funeral. The author introduces the
concepts of the universe, the death and rituals carried out in a funeral, steps to prepare for
worshiping the dead. Chapter 3: The process of conducting rituals of a funeral. Chapter 4:
The roles and functions of ritual practices in creating new lives for the dead.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502213
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tìm hiểu về truyện cổ tích loài vật Việt Nam (Nghiên cứu) = Research on Vietnamese
animal fairy tales / Trieu Nguyen
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
408p.; 14.5 x 20.19 cm
Vietnamese
9786045398593
$ 20.50
The study of the animal fairy tales of Vietnam by Trieu Nguyen is a fundamental study, a
part of the system of studies of fairy tales, here is the study about Vietnamese fairy tales of
animals. The main content of the book is implemented through 4 chapters: 1. Introduction
and identification of Vietnamese fairy tales of animals, introduction to research issues,
related terms and identification of animal fairy tales in Vietnamese fairy tales system. 2. Art
forms of Vietnamese fairy tales of animals: Characters, structures, space and time of the
fairy tales of animals; Model of text structure, type and motif; Characteristic of
appearances. 3. Content of the Vietnamese fairy tales. 4. Initial comparison between animal
fairy tales of Vietnam and those of Korea.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502214
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trang phục cổ truyền của người H'Mông Hoa ở tỉnh Yên Bái (khảo sát, nghiên cứu) =
Traditional costumes of the H'Mong Hoa people in Yen Bai province / Tran Thi Thu Thuy
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
300p.; 14.5 x 20.20 cm
Vietnamese
9786045395882
$ 15.00
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'Traditional costumes of the H'Mong Hoa people in Yen Bai province' is a study and
introduction of features of traditional costumes of the H'Mong ethnic minority in Mu Cang
Chai, Tram Tau, Yen Bai province. Main content of the book consists of 3 chapters. Chapter
1: About the H'Mong Hoa people in Yen Bai province, overview of Yen Bai province and
historical origins, distribution of the H'Mong ethnic group. Chapter 2: Traditional costumes
of the H'Mong Hoa people in Yen Bai province (making process, traditional costumes, art of
costume decoration). Chapter 3: Comparison of costumes of the H'Mong Hoa people in Yen
Bai with other H'Mong Hoa group.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502268
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trang phục và nghệ thuật trang trí trên trang phục người Lự ở Lai Châu = Costumes and the
art to decorate costumes of the Lu people in Lai Chau / Phan Thi Phuong
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
156p.; 14.5 x 20.21 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867684
$ 8.00
Costumes and the art to decorate costumes of the Lu people in Lai Chau' is a study and
introduction to features of costumes and decorative arts on traditional costumes of the Lu
ethnic in Lai Chau province. Main content of the book consists of three chapters. Chapter 1:
Raw materials and sewing techniques of costumes of the Lu people in Lai Chau. Chapter 2:
Types of costumes of the Lu people in Lai Chau, this chapter is a classification of costumes
and introduction of specific types of costumes of the Lu people (daily costumes, costumes
for holidays and Tet (in weddings, festivals, funeral and costumes of worshiping masters).
Chapter 3: The decorative art on costumes and changes of costumes over time, analysis and
comments on the decoration items on costumes, the role of women in making process of
costumes and changes of traditional costumes nowadays.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502270
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tri thức dân gian của người Hà Nhì ở Lai Châu với tài nguyên thiên nhiên = Folk knowledge
in natural resources of the Ha Nhi people in Lai Chau / Bui Quoc Khanh, Lo Ngoc Bien
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
490p.; 14.5 x 20.22 cm
Vietnamese
9786045395912
$ 24.75
Folk knowledge in natural resources of the Ha Nhi people in Lai Chau' is a collection and
introduction of the folk knowledge system in relation to natural resources of the Ha Nhi
people who are living in area of Muong Te district, Lai Chau province. The main content of
the book includes: Overview of the Ha Nhi people in Muong Te district, introduction to
main features of ethnic name and history, natural - social - economic and cultural
conditions of the living area of the Ha Nhi people. Belief of the Ha Nhi people towards
nature and habits in management of forest-land and water resources of the Ha Nhi people
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in Muong Te. Knowledge in exploitation of the forest, land and water resources of the Ha
Nhi people in Muong Te. Basic changes in management and exploitation of natural
resources nowadays.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502278
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tri thức dân gian trong trồng trọt của người Nùng Dín tỉnh Lào Cai (nghiên cứu, giới thiệu)
= Folk knowledge in cultivation of the Nung Din people in Lao Cai province / Vang Thung
Chung
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
288p.; 14.5 x 20.23 cm
Vietnamese
9786045394908
$ 14.50
'Folk knowledge in cultivation of the Nung Din people in Lao Cai province' by Vang Thung
Chung is a study if application of folk knowledge to cultivation activities of the Nung Din
people and their traditional uses of agricultural products. This book consists of 3 main
chapters: 1. Overview of the residential area, exploitation of natural environment,
cultivation and use of traditional agricultural products for the Nung Din people. 2. Folk
knowledge on cultivation and the use of agricultural products of the Nung Din people in
Lao Cai. 3. Values and roles of folk knowledge in cultivation and uses of traditional
agricultural products, and the preservation and promotion of values of folk knowledge in
the development of the new village nowadays.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502279
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tục thờ cây is = Worship of the Malayan Banyan tree / Bui Huy Vong
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
532p.; 14.5 x 20.24 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867578
$ 27.00
'Worship of the Malayan Banyan tree' is a collection and introduction to characteristics of
the custom to worship the Malayan Banyan (Si) tree - an unique cultural feature of the
ancient belief of the Muong people in Lac Son, Hoa Binh. Main content of the book consists
of three chapters. Chapter 1: Be belief to worship the Malayan Banyan tree, introduction to
the symbol of the Si tree in Muong culture (in nature and daily life, in epics and myths) and
in the folk beliefs. Chapter 2: The worship ceremony to full the Si branch to sky. Chapter 3:
What to see over the ceremony to full the Si branch to sky, analyze of view over the world
and human life of the Muong through the tradition to worships the Si tree.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502280
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa dân gian Bến Tre = Folk culture of Ben Tre / Nguyen Chi Ben
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
266p.; 14.5 x 20.25 cm
Vietnamese
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9786047867516
$ 13.50
Folk culture of Ben Tre by Nguyen Chi Ben is a study of some folklore phenomena in Ben
Tre. Main content of the book consists of 7 chapters: 1. Overview of Ben Tre (geographic
location, population, characteristics of Vietnamese village in Ben Tre). 2. The research
status of Ben Tre's folklore. 3. Festivals at the communal houses, introduction to
architecture of the village communal houses, the worshiped deities, typical festivals,
common and typical features in the traditional festivals. 4. The custom of worshiping the
Whale of coastal inhabitants. 5. Sac Bua singing in Phu Le, describing the Sac Bua singing in
Phu Le commune. 6. The tales of Mr. O, study about the system of tales about Mr. O in terms
of his origins and personal belongings. 7. Ben Tre folklore in the folklore of Vietnam.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502281
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa dân gian người Dao Tuyển (khảo sát, giới thiệu) = Folk culture of Dao Tuyen
people / Tran Huu Son, Tran Thuy Dung et al.
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
264p.;14.5 x 20.26 cm
Vietnamese
9786045395615
$ 30.00
Folk culture of Dao Tuyen people is the collection and introduction to features of the folk
cultural treasure of the Dao Tuyen people in Lao Cai province. Main content of the book
includes: 1. Preface, overview of the ethnic history, socio-economic and cultural of Dao
Tuyen people. 2. Folk knowledge in agricultural production. 3. Costumes and decorative
arts on costumes. 4. Cuisine, introduction to ingredients - spices, food and drinks making
methods, habits in the cuisine culture of the Dao Tuyen people. 5. Some of the main rituals folk beliefs, study of traditional rituals (in childbirth, neonatal care, wedding, funerals...)
and the belief system (worshiping ancestors, the god of destiny...). 6. Folk poetry,
classification of folk poetry of the Dao Tuyen, analyzing some poetic characteristics.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502282
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa dân gian người Sán Dìu ở làng Quang Hanh (nghiên cứu văn hóa) = Folk culture of
San Diu people in Quang Hanh village / Tran Quoc Hung
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
410p.;14.5 x 20.27 cm
Vietnamese
9786045395608
$ 20.75
'Folk culture of San Diu people in Quang Hanh village' by Tran Quoc Hung is a collection
and introduction to special features in folk treasure of San Diu people in Quang Hanh ward,
Quang Ninh province. Main content of the book consists of 5 chapters: 1. Quang Hanh in the
past and nowadays, overview of the history of Quang Hanh, the land and people in Quang
Hanh. 2. The village - commune organization of Quang Hanh. 3. Economic activities,
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introduction to key features of local livelihoods and economic production. 4. Material
Culture: culinary culture, costumes and housing. 5. Spiritual culture, introduction to
characteristics of the folk belief system and customs in the festivals, ceremonies, life cycle
rituals and folk literature.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502283
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa ruộng bậc thang của người H'mông, Dao ở huyện Sapa, tỉnh Lào Cai (tìm hiểu và
giới thiệu) = Terrace culture of the H'Mong and Dao people in Sa Pa district, Lao Cai
province / Nguyen Truong Giang
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
352p.;14.5 x 20.28 cm
Vietnamese
9786045395905
$ 18.00
Terrace culture of the H'Mong and Dao people in Sa Pa district, Lao Cai province' by Nguyen
Truong Giang is a study and introduction to features of culture of terraced fields of the
H'Mong and Dao people, who are living in Sa Pa, Lao Cai. Main content of the book includes
6 chapters: 1,2. Overview of terraces in Vietnam, natural and residential features of Sa Pa,
Lao Cai. 3,4. Introduction to folk knowledge used in the forest clearance and cultivation on
terraces of H'Mông and Dao people, such as: classification of terraces, labor arrangement,
growing, harvesting and preserving steps. 5. Rituals and believes relating to process of
forest clearance and cultivation in terraces, such as: ritual for praying for rain, land
breaking, new rice. 6. Preserving values and promotion of advantages of terraces.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502285
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đình Nam Bộ - xưa và nay = Vietnamese communal temples in the South - Then and now /
Huynh Ngoc Trang, Truong Ngoc Tuong
Vietnam : Van Hoa - Van Nghe, 2018
312p.; 16x 24cm
Vietnamese
9786046845676
$ 26.00
Vietnamese communal temples (Vietnamese: Đình) are typical of buildings found in
Vietnam villages, dedicated to worship the village God Thành Hoàng, the village founder or
a local hero. They also play the role as a meeting place of the people in the community, akin
to modern civic centers. Therefore, the communal house has long become a cultural symbol
of the community. This book is a historical, cultural study from the sources collected from
the field as well as from historical documents. The content of the book consists of 4 main
parts: 1. Vietnamese communal temples in history. 2. The formation and development of
communal temples in the South. 3. Objects that are worshiped in communal temples in the
South. 4. Rituals and festivals in communal temples.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502286
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Phác thảo dân tộc học hàng hải Việt Nam = Outline of ethnography on Vietnamese maritime
field / Pierre Paris
Vietnam : Van Hoa - Van Nghe Tp. Ho Chi Minh, 2018
192p.; 20 x 28 cm
Vietnamese
9786046849063
$ 24.00
'This book is translated from the original French according to the second edition in
Rotterdam Netherlands and the first edition in Bulletin des Amis du vieux Hue No. 4,
October 12, 1942. This study includes more than 200 printed pages, 227 illustrations, two
large maps and a summary table with more than 200 notes. The issue of immigration and
cultural movement at sea has prompted scientists to study the types of boats along with
their history in geographical correlations. The main contents of the book include: Historical
and language data; Shapes of the hull; Boat building techniques; Paddle and methods of
use; Steering wheel and its position; Sail and accessories included; Special boats.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502287
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kinh thi Việt Nam = Classic of Vietnamese Poetry / Truong Tuu
Vietnam : Tri Thuc, 2018
178p.; 13.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786049438561
$ 14.00
'With academic Vietnamese, especially literary research, Truong Tuu (1913 - 1999) has
influenced academia for nearly a century. Influence not only caused scholars to inherit his
views, but also remarkably, people rejected his arguments. The book "Classic of Vietnamese
Poetry" was completed by Truong Tuu and published for the first time in 1940. This book
has an important place in his career because it is a great research work and marks the style
of critical research in the spirit of Marxism. Writing 'Classic of Vietnamese Poetry', Truong
Tuu comes from the valuation of the origin and effect of the Chinese 'Classic of Poetry', also
Shijing or Shih-ching.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502288
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Đang, Hính và Rưn dân ca Mường = Dang, Hinh and Run folk sóng of Muong people / Lo
Xuan Dua, Ha Van Miem et al.
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
616p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867455
$ 31.00
'This book is a collection of three genres of folk songs of the Muong people. Dang is a
traditional folk song of Muong which has very diverse content, reflecting the relationship
between people and people, people and nature and society, to express human's love in the
form of verbal art. Hinh is a traditional folk song which is sung during the holidays,
weddings, greetings to bride and groom, warming new house. The contents of Hinh are
ussually old stories, with light tones. Run is an ancient folk song which sung by couple to
express their feelings, personal responses to each other. Therefore contents are usually
short and gone with a musical instrument of lip lute. Each chapter includes Muong folk
songs introduced in bilingual form (Vietnamese - Muong transliteration).
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502289
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Giao điểm giữa hai nền văn hóa Việt Nam - Nhật Bản = Interchange between the two
cultures Vietnam – Japan / Vinh Sinh
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
222p.; 16 x 23 cm
Vietnamese
9786049563355
$ 25.00
This book was published on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the Meiji Restoration
(1868-2018) and 45 years of establishing Vietnam - Japan diplomatic relations (19732018). This book consists of discrete articles of Vinh Sinh researcher written or translated
from Japanese scholars' works for many years and first compiled for publication. The first
part is the essays on Japanese culture, art and society. Characteristics that make up the
depth of Japanese society and culture such as corporateism, realism, currentism and
formalism are analyzed in many articles. The second part of the book is the essays of
cultural exchanges between Vietnam and Japan through stages: VII-VIII century, XVI-XVIII
century, after Meiji Restoration (1868); almost corresponds to three periods in Japan's
diplomatic history with the world.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502290
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nghiên cứu Hán Nôm năm 2018 = Sino-Nom Studies in 2018 / Many authors
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Vietnam : The Gioi, 2018
854p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786047753499
$ 60.00
Since 1995, the Sino-Nom Institute has held the annual "Sino-Nom Annunciation
Conference". This is an opportunity for the Han Nom community to meet, discuss and
discuss issues related to collecting, preserving, researching, interpreting, exploiting the
value of Sino-Nom writing throughout the country Vietnam. Beginning in 2017, ‘The SinoNom announcement’ has improved in both form and content to become ‘Sino-Nom Studies’.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502291
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Potao - Một lý thuyết về quyền lực ở người Jorai Đông Dương = Pötao, the masters of the
elements, study of political anthropology among the Jörai / Jacques Dournes
Vietnam : Tri Thuc, 2018
652p.; 14 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786049438905
$ 54.00
This book is the Vietnamese translation of Jacques Dournes' POTAO (Paris, Flammarion,
1977), published by the Hanoi centre of the French School of Asian Studies (EFEO) in
cooperation with the Institude of Culture (Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences). This
publication was edited by Andrew Hardy. It is published within the research programme
History and Heritage of Central Vietnam, a programme of scientific cooperation linking the
EFEO's centre in Hanoi and the Institude of Archaeology (Vietnam Academy of Social
Sciences), funded by the Ford Foundation, the Agence Francaise de Developpement, the
Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences and the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502292
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sử thi Ê Đê hiện nay - Nghệ nhân và việc trao truyền nghệ thuật diễn xướng = The current
Ede epic - The narrator and the performing art inheritance / Kieu Trung Son
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
372p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786049564321
$ 12.50
'The Ede epic is the true product of the civilization of milpa. These are long stories, with
melodies, even expressed or illustrated by movements and actions. The Ede people are
famous for the epic of Dam San, Xinh Nha… The Ede epic is mostly of folk origin, exists in
the form of word of mouth or text. There are works that are told in 1-2 nights, but there are
also works that are extended to 4 - 5 days and nights depending on the imagination, the
sublimation of the narrator. Epic performers are respected because according to folk
beliefs, they are those who are bestowed with unique abilities. They are considered as
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"living treasures" of the nation, as a general artist, creator, director of situations, are also
talented actors.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502293
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Một số lý thuyết về tộc người và tiếp cận ở Việt Nam = Theories of ethnicity and approach
in Vietnam / Nguyen Van Minh
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
516p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786049563768
$ 16.00
'This book is the result of a research project conducted by the Vietnam Academy of Social
Sciences and the Vietnam Institute of Ethnology. This book addresses the following key
issues: 1. Theoretical and practical issues of ethnicity and the theory of ethnicity. 2. Marxist
theories of ethnicity. 3. European-American theories of ethnicity. 4. Some theoretical issues
and approaches to research on ethnic relations in Vietnam. 5. Theoretical issues of culture
and approach to study the cultural identity of ethnic groups and national culture in
Vietnam. 6. Theoretical issues and approach research on social change in Vietnam. 7.
Theoretical issues and approach to environmental research in Vietnam.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502294
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn hóa đọc ở Việt Nam hiện nay (từ thực tiễn tiếp nhận văn học) = Reading culture in
Vietnam today (from the practice of receiving literature) / Nguyen Dang Diep
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
222p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786049563997
$ 8.00
'This book is a research project of the ministerial level project "Current situation of literary
reading in Vietnam" implemented in 3 years (2012-2015). The content of the book includes
5 chapters: Chapter 1: Literature in contemporary Vietnamese social and cultural context;
Chapter 2: Publishing literature in contemporary Vietnam; Chapter 3: Human geography
and the reception of literature in contemporary Vietnam; Chapter 4: Receiving literature
with the construction of reading culture in contemporary Vietnam; Chapter 5: Proposals
and solutions to the current situation of literary reading in Vietnam.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502295
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Những biểu tượng đặc trưng trong văn hóa truyền thống Việt Nam - Tập 4: Các vị tổ =
Characteristic symbols in Vietnamese traditional culture - Volume 4: The Ancestors / Dinh
Hong Hai
Vietnam : The Gioi, 2018
346p.; 13.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786047753062
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$ 24.00
'From ancestors in national history to totem symbols in contemporary art, from the Dong
Son drum to the Dong Son tourbillon watch of the Speake-Marin is a cross-time connection
through cultural symbols. This shows the attractiveness of Vietnamese culture and the
diverse and complex characteristics of the symbols contained in this culture. Therefore, in
order to understand these subjects, we need to approach with many different perspectives
from academia to contemporary art. The content of this book brings a new perspective,
inspiring readers to learn more about these diverse symbols and totems.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502296
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phát lộ di tích Hoàng Thành Thăng Long - Thoáng nhìn đầu tiên về di sản khảo cổ học Hà
Nội = Discovering the Imperial Citadel of Thang Long - The first glimpse of Hanoi's
archaeological heritage / Andrew Hardy, Nguyen Tien Dong
Vietnam : The Gioi, 2018
432p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786047753031
$ 40.00
'The vestiges of the Imperial Citadel of Thang Long in Hanoi were revealed in the early
years of the 21st century, which quickly attracted the attention of domestic and
international experts, scientists. Nearly a decade after the revelation, Thang Long Citadel
relics area has been recognized by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) as the World Cultural Heritage on the 1000th anniversary of Thang
Long Hanoi (2010). The authors of this book offer the latest historical research based on
the results of excavation of monuments. The book is edited by Professor Andrew Hardy
(EFEO) and archaeologist Dr. Nguyen Tien Dong (Institute of Archeology), includes many
authentic materials, scientific analyzes, judgments, images taken from the excavation scene.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502297
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Áo Dài Lemur và bối cảnh Phong Hóa & Ngày Nay = 'Ao Dai' Lemur and the context of
cultural change and present / Pham Thao Nguyen
Vietnam : Hong Duc, 2018
264p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786048948221
$ 27.00
'This bookl refers to a great historical period, in many respects: politics, society, language,
literature, journalism, art. The author explained why it was necessary to reform women's
clothing in 1934. In the early spring of 1935, in the No. 1 issue of Today's newspaper, Thach
Lam wrote: "Material is often in the spirit; is necessary and must precede the change in
women's character and ideology ". The result of this reform is the birth of the modern Ao
Dai Lemur designed by artist Cat Tuong who has been successful in Vietnam and
throughout Indochina.
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http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502298
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đặc trưng văn hóa vùng Đông Bắc = Cultural characteristics of the Northeast / Nguyen Ngoc
Thanh
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
368p.; 15 x 23 cm
Vietnamese
9786049561832
$ 36.00
'Vietnamese culture has common characteristics of culture in general and also has its own
specific characteristics. These basic cultural features are formed, reserved and developed
based on the natural, historical, political, economic and social geographical conditions of
the country. By using a simple, understandable approach, the book on regional cultural
topics will help readers have a comprehensive sense of culture in the regions of Vietnam.
The set of books on regional cultural characteristics includes 7 episodes about regions:
Northwest; Northeast; Red river delta; North Central Coast; South Central Coast; Central
Highlands; Southern. The set of books is the result of ethnographic field surveys combined
with central and local statistical sources.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502299
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đặc trưng văn hóa vùng Tây Bắc = Cultural characteristics of the Northwest / Nguyen Ngoc
Thanh
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
312p.; 15 x 23 cm
Vietnamese
9786049561849
$ 30.00
'Vietnamese culture has common characteristics of culture in general and also has its own
specific characteristics. These basic cultural features are formed, reserved and developed
based on the natural, historical, political, economic and social geographical conditions of
the country. By using a simple, understandable approach, the book on regional cultural
topics will help readers have a comprehensive sense of culture in the regions of Vietnam.
The set of books on regional cultural characteristics includes 7 episodes about regions:
Northwest; Northeast; Red river delta; North Central Coast; South Central Coast; Central
Highlands; Southern. The set of books is the result of ethnographic field surveys combined
with central and local statistical sources.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502300
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đặc trưng văn hóa vùng đồng bằng sông Hồng = Cultural characteristics of the Red River
Delta / Nguyen Ngoc Thanh
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
268p.; 15 x 23 cm
Vietnamese
9786049561870
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$ 26.00
'Vietnamese culture has common characteristics of culture in general and also has its own
specific characteristics. These basic cultural features are formed, reserved and developed
based on the natural, historical, political, economic and social geographical conditions of
the country. By using a simple, understandable approach, the book on regional cultural
topics will help readers have a comprehensive sense of culture in the regions of Vietnam.
The set of books on regional cultural characteristics includes 7 episodes about regions:
Northwest; Northeast; Red river delta; North Central Coast; South Central Coast; Central
Highlands; Southern. The set of books is the result of ethnographic field surveys combined
with central and local statistical sources.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502301
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đặc trưng văn hóa vùng Bắc Trung Bộ = Cultural characteristics of the North Central Coast
/ Nguyen Ngoc Thanh
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
284p.; 15 x 23 cm
Vietnamese
9786049561825
$ 27.50
'Vietnamese culture has common characteristics of culture in general and also has its own
specific characteristics. These basic cultural features are formed, reserved and developed
based on the natural, historical, political, economic and social geographical conditions of
the country. By using a simple, understandable approach, the book on regional cultural
topics will help readers have a comprehensive sense of culture in the regions of Vietnam.
The set of books on regional cultural characteristics includes 7 episodes about regions:
Northwest; Northeast; Red river delta; North Central Coast; South Central Coast; Central
Highlands; Southern. The set of books is the result of ethnographic field surveys combined
with central and local statistical sources.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502302
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đặc trưng văn hóa vùng Nam Trung Bộ = Cultural characteristics of the South Central Coast
/ Nguyen Ngoc Thanh
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
280p.; 15 x 23 cm
Vietnamese
9786049561863
$ 27.00
'Vietnamese culture has common characteristics of culture in general and also has its own
specific characteristics. These basic cultural features are formed, reserved and developed
based on the natural, historical, political, economic and social geographical conditions of
the country. By using a simple, understandable approach, the book on regional cultural
topics will help readers have a comprehensive sense of culture in the regions of Vietnam.
The set of books on regional cultural characteristics includes 7 episodes about regions:
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Northwest; Northeast; Red river delta; North Central Coast; South Central Coast; Central
Highlands; Southern. The set of books is the result of ethnographic field surveys combined
with central and local statistical sources.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502303
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đặc trưng văn hóa vùng Tây Nguyên = Cultural characteristics of the Central Highland /
Nguyen Ngoc Thanh
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
296p.; 15 x 23 cm
Vietnamese
9786049561856
$ 28.50
'Vietnamese culture has common characteristics of culture in general and also has its own
specific characteristics. These basic cultural features are formed, reserved and developed
based on the natural, historical, political, economic and social geographical conditions of
the country. By using a simple, understandable approach, the book on regional cultural
topics will help readers have a comprehensive sense of culture in the regions of Vietnam.
The set of books on regional cultural characteristics includes 7 episodes about regions:
Northwest; Northeast; Red river delta; North Central Coast; South Central Coast; Central
Highlands; Southern. The set of books is the result of ethnographic field surveys combined
with central and local statistical sources.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502304
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đặc trưng văn hóa vùng Nam Bộ = Cultural characteristics of the Southern / Nguyen Ngoc
Thanh
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
260p.; 15 x 23 cm
Vietnamese
9786049561818
$ 25.00
'Vietnamese culture has common characteristics of culture in general and also has its own
specific characteristics. These basic cultural features are formed, reserved and developed
based on the natural, historical, political, economic and social geographical conditions of
the country. By using a simple, understandable approach, the book on regional cultural
topics will help readers have a comprehensive sense of culture in the regions of Vietnam.
The set of books on regional cultural characteristics includes 7 episodes about regions:
Northwest; Northeast; Red river delta; North Central Coast; South Central Coast; Central
Highlands; Southern. The set of books is the result of ethnographic field surveys combined
with central and local statistical sources.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502305
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Một số vấn đề về chiến tranh bảo vệ Tổ quốc ở biên giới Tây Nam - Kỷ yếu hội thảo khoa
học = Some issues about the war of national defense at the Southwest border - Proceedings
of scientific workshop / Many authors
Vietnam : Dai Hoc Quoc Gia Tp. Ho Chi Minh, 2018
528p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786047360215
$ 36.00
'The war of national defense on the southwestern border of Vietnam 40 years ago (19771979) was one of the great wars of Vietnam in the history of fighting against foreign
aggression in the 20th century. In fact, this war has not been properly and correctly
perceived both domestically and internationally, not yet fully documented in history books,
not yet included in history textbooks in high schools. This book gathers all the articles of
researchers on this topic. The content of the book consists of 4 main parts: Part 1 Background and the cause of the war; Part 2 - Evolution of the war; Part 3 - Results,
implications and effects of the Southwest border defense war; Part 4 - Identification and
retention.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502306
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tạp ghi Việt sử địa - Tập 1 = Miscellaneous Records on History and Geography of Vietnam Volume 1 / Nguyen Dinh Dau
Vietnam : Tre, 2018
350p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786041086951
$ 22.50
'This book gathered a total of 25 articles & papers (that were called by the author
miscellaneous remarks and never published before) covering many different aspects of
Vietnam history and geography that written some decades ago by the research Nguyen
Dinh Dau. Here are some writings from the book: 1 - Vietnam copper mine of Tu Long was
lost by France colonialism. 2 - Vietnam economic situation in the years of 1512 - 1515 by
the report of Tome Pires. 3 - Quang Nam land and the creation of Vietnam modern written
language. 4 - Hypotheses on place name of Sai Gon. 5 - The maps of Hong Duc and
Alexandre de Rhodes and Pulo Sisi. 6 - Understanding the units of measures of Vietnam in
the past. 7 - Currency in Sai Gon in the years of 1859 - 1954. 8 - The report of the insider
about the days of 29 & 30th April, 1975.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502307
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tạp ghi Việt sử địa - Tập 2 = Miscellaneous Records on History and Geography of Vietnam Volume 2 / Nguyen Dinh Dau
Vietnam : Tre, 2018
428p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786041105096
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$ 30.00
'This book gathers and introduces the records of researcher Nguyen Dinh Dau written 40
years ago in many fields: geography, history, culture, art … This is considered one of the
most readable books for those who love history. Just like the name "sundry", the work is
very diverse, sometimes geographically, such as discussing the Tu Long copper mine, which
has an important meaning to the country in history; sometimes analyze the economic
situation in the period 1512 - 1515 through a report of a Portuguese expert... In particular,
many articles in the book are autobiographical, the author tells his own story associated
with historical events, such as the sidelines at the Geneva Conference in 1954 or the story
written in narrative in 2 days 29 and 30 April 1975...
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502308
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lộ vòng cung Cần Thơ - Vành đai lửa = Can Tho Arc - Fire belt / Military Zone 9 Command
Vietnam : Chinh Trị Quoc Gia Su That, 2018
532p.; 20 x 29 cm
Vietnamese
9786045740163
$ 76.00
'The general offensive and rebellion of the 1968 Tet Offensive took place 50 years ago. Can
Tho - the key battlefield No. 1 of the Southwestern Regional Committee has fought fierce
battles. especially the Arc battlefield. The victory at the front of the Can Tho Arc defeated
the US imperialist's "Joint Warfare in South Vietnam" and minions. In celebration of the
50th anniversary of The General Offensive and Uprising of Tet Mau Than (1968-2018), Can
Tho City Party Committee in coordination with Military Region 9 Command, Communist
Review organized a Scientific Conference "Can Tho Arc - Fire belt". This book brings
together more than 90 speeches of hundreds of delegates who are Can Tho leaders over the
ages, military generals of Zone 9, Heroes of the People's Armed Forces and historical
witnesses.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502309
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chùa Pháp Hoa với phong trào Phật giáo yêu nước Sài Gòn - Thành phố Hồ Chí Minh (19282018) = Phap Hoa Pagoda with patriotic Buddhist movement of Saigon - Ho Chi Minh City
(1928-2018) / Dinh Thu Xuan
Vietnam : Chinh Trị Quoc Gia Su That, 2018
368p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786045743386
$ 45.00
'This book is designed to explain, illustrate, and describe the development history of the
patriotic movement of the Buddhist Sangha of Vietnam in Ho Chi Minh City and Nam Bo in
particular, the Buddhist Sangha of Vietnam in general. Vietnamese Buddhism always
accompanies the nation in the process of building and protecting the country and
international integration. The main content of the book consists of 3 parts: 1. Origin,
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philosophy, sect and path of Theravada Buddhism introduced into Vietnam. 2. Phap Hoa
Pagoda and patriotic Buddhist movement in Saigon - Gia Dinh during the period of antiFrench colonialism and American imperialism (1928-1975). 3. Contribution of Phap Hoa
pagoda and monk Thich Nhu Niem with the career of "Social service religion",
"Accompanying with the Nation" (1975-2018).
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502310
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------History
Lịch sử doanh nghiệp và công nghiệp ở Sài Gòn và Nam Kỳ từ giữa thế kỷ XIX đến năm 1945
= Business and industrial history in Saigon and Cochin china from the middle of the XIX
century to 1945 / Nguyen Duc Hiep
Vietnam : Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, 2018
348p.; 15 x 23 cm
Vietnamese
9786045881767
$ 37.00
This book is intended to provide information and descriptions of the commercial history of
several businesses and industries in Saigon and the Cochin china, briefing on the economic
situation in the French colonial period from 1860 to 1945. Under the French colonial era,
Saigon-Cholon was the economic, industrial and commercial center in the Cochin china,
many Western trading companies have been present in the Far East such as Hong Kong,
Manila, Singapore, Yokohama. These companies quickly came to set up their base in Saigon
with the new market of Nam Kỳ, the first customers were French authorities and the
expeditionary army needs to establish a base so many services are needed.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=467677
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tinh thần nhập thế của Phật giáo Việt Nam (1945 - 1975) = Spirit of integration into life of
Vietnamese Buddhism / Dr. Le Cung, Dr. Le Thanh Nam et al.
Vietnam : Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, 2018
320p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786045883242
$ 21.00
This book is a rich material collected from various sources, both domestic and foreign.
Many precious documents are stored at the National Archives Center, Buddhist libraries,
Harvard University libraries, witness interviews. Through the rich materials, the author has
presented, fully analyzed the spirit of integration with life - a unique characteristic of
Vietnamese Buddhism for over 2000 years, especially in the period 1945-1975, with
specific expressions, properties, characteristics and meanings. This book is a useful
document for readers who want to learn about the spirit of integration with life and the
history of Vietnamese Buddhism.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=467670
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50 năm cuộc Tổng tiến công, nổi dậy Mậu Thân (1968 - 2018) - Tầm vóc và giá trị lịch sử =
50 years of the General Offensive, Mau Than Rebellion (1968 - 2018) - Scale and historical
value / Assoc. Prof. Nguyen Ngoc Ha, Assoc. Prof. Tran Trong Tho et al.
Vietnam : Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, 2018
624p.; 16 x 24cm
Vietnamese
9786045740910
$ 80.00
In the spring of 1968, under the ingenious and intelligent leadership of the Communist
Party and President Ho Chi Minh, the army and people conducted the General Offensive and
rebellion throughout the battlefield in the South Vietnam, attacking headquarters of the US
and the Republic of Vietnam government in urban areas, focusing on Saigon - Gia Dinh, Hue
and Da Nang; destroy and disintegrate an important part of life force and destroy a large
amount of enemy's modern war vehicles. The content of this book consists of 3 parts: 1.
Presenting the decisions of the Communist Party, President Ho Chi Minh, Military
Commission of the Central Committee, Central Department of the South... in leading and
directing the General Offensive. 2. The participation of forces, army units and people on the
General Offensive. 3. Historical significance, victory causes and lessons from the war.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502367
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Công nghiệp khai khoáng ở Việt Nam thời kỳ Pháp thuộc = Mining industry in Vietnam
during the French colonial period / Assoc. Prof. Ta Thi Thuy
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
750p.; 19 x 27cm
Vietnamese
9786049563959
$ 57.50
This book is a study of Associate Professor and Doctor Ta Thi Thuy on the historical aspect
of the mining industry; the process of exploration and appropriation of France from the
late nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century. Administrative, financial, and legal
measures implemented by France to support concessions and mining. The process of
granting temporary and official quota through historical periods. Mine owners and mine
workers. The exploitation of mines which has been ceded. A summary of the results and
consequences of the mining industry as well as causing economic, political and social
problems to Vietnam.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=467672
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ký sự phục dịch ở An Nam = Records of a servant in Annam / Chu Thuan Thuy
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
140p.; 14 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786049563737
$ 15.00
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Chu Thuan Thuy (Chu Shun Shui) was a talented Chinese living in the early XVII century. He
came to Vietnam 5 times in 12 years but still not be used by the imperial court. He went to
Japan and help the country develop. It is a regret of many Vietnamese scholars after the
study of Chu Shun Shui. However, he also left Vietnam some valuable historical material in
the XVII century. This book is a unique historical document in many respects. This memoir
gives the reader a picture of the situation in South Vietnam in the XVII century with some
new features. For example, the language, the Chinese and Japanese communities in Hoi An,
the scholarly situation, the bibliography of Han scripts in Cochin china at that time, the
status of divination, the tendency to favor nominal titles.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502372
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phong trào dân tộc dân chủ ở Nam Kỳ 1930 - 1945 nghiên cứu qua tài liệu lưu trữ =
Democratic nationalist movement in Southern Vietnam 1930 - 1945 studied through
archives / Dr. Pham Thi Hue
Vietnam : Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, 2018
484p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786045741511
$ 37.00
Most of the material included in this book is the first published. Up to now, there have been
many research projects on this revolutionary period, but there has not been any research
on the democratic national movement in Cochin china period 1930-1945 based on the
documents of the French colonial government issued in 1930-1945 that are currently
preserved in the archives. It is the new research direction of the book 'Democratic
nationalist movement in Southern Vietnam 1930 - 1945 studied through archives'
compiled by Dr. Pham Thi Hue. The book contains the following main contents: 1.
Democratic national movement in Cochin china in the period 1930-1935; 2. Democratic
campaign in Cochin china during 1936 - 1939; 3. The campaign for national liberation in
Cochinchina during the period 1939 - 1945.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502373
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sổ tay sử liệu Việt Nam= Vietnam historical handbook / Tran Hong Duc
Vietnam : Hong Duc, 2018
304p.; 13 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786048922955
$ 19.00
The Vietnam historical handbook records the entire Vietnamese history system from the
time of Hong Bang to the present-day Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Historical events are
rewritten in a short, easy-to-understand and easy-to-look format. History is a science that
extends over time, through events of building and defending the country, through
extremely difficult and heroic challenges. This book helps readers know the historical
process in a continuous and concise, honest and scientific way. Readers will get
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information about the most important events, national heroes, historical figures that have a
great impact on the formation and development of Vietnam.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502375
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Văn kiện Trung ương Cục Miền Nam giai đoạn 1946-1975 - Tập 3 (1951) = Documents of
the Central Office for South Vietnam period 1946-1975 - Episode 3 (1951) / Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam
Vietnam : Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Sự Thật, 2018
898p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786045743362
$ 73.00
'The document of the Central Office for South Vietnam volume 3 has 124 documents, in
which the main document consists of 122 documents and the appendix has 2 documents.
This is a collection of resolutions, directives, decisions, reports, announcements, letters,
telegraphs ... of the Southern Commission and the Central Office for South Vietnam. These
documents fully reflect the leadership and comprehensive direction of the Southern
Commission and the Central Office for South Vietnam in the resistance war against the
French in the South in 1951.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502377
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Chính sách của các vương triều Việt Nam đối với người Hoa = The policy of Vietnamese
dynasties towards Chinese people / Huynh Ngoc Dang
Vietnam : Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, 2018
240p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786045863565
$ 21.00
'With the research "The policy of Vietnamese dynasties towards Chinese people", the
author has initially systematically summarized the policy for Chinese people of Vietnamese
feudal dynasties. Each dynasty has compatible behavior depending on the specific
historical situation. The latter dynasty has always inherited and developed policies that
had been implemented from the previous dynasty in a more detailed and coherent manner.
Those policies have contributed to becoming one of the important factors that make the
Chinese people always attached to the Vietnamese ethnic community, create conditions for
them to make certain economic, cultural and social contributions. This is a research project
that achieved recognition and appreciation of professionals.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502379
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quốc Sử Tạp Lục = Articles on national history / Nguyen Thieu Lau
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2018
524p.; 15 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786049679247
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$ 27.75
'Nguyen Thieu Lau (1916-1967) is a talented scholar with serious, careful and scientific
historical research. This book is a collection of nearly all of his published articles and
essays. These documents were collected and published by his family and friends after his
death. With the wish to write a history book in his mother tongue, Nguyen Thieu Lau has
gradually revived events and characters that have been little or never studied thoroughly,
pointing out biased and emotional historians. He paid special attention to the XIX century
with both heroic and tragic events in the construction and protection of his father's
country. His writings deserve a unique cultural heritage, bringing a lot of valuable research
materials and views.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502381
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Khởi nghĩa Duy Tân - Thái Phiên - Trần Cao Vân qua các tài liệu mới = Revolt of Duy Tan Thai Phien - Tran Cao Van through new documents / Nguyen Truong Dan
Vietnam : Thanh Nien, 2018
576p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786049730931
$ 42.00
'Duy Tan's uprising was a major event of a large scale in the campaign against the French
colonialists and the feudal southern Court in the early Twentieth century of Vietnamese
intellectuals. The night of April 2 of the year of the Dragon year (May 3, 1916), a large-scale
uprising with the participation of King Duy Tan led by Vietnam Quang Phuc Hoi of Annam,
headed by two patriots Thai Phien and Tran Cao Van, happened in Hue and many localities
in the central provinces. The uprising created a great shock in the Anti-French movement
in Vietnam and the national liberation movement in other colonial countries in the world in
the early Twentieth century. This is a good book, which is carefully researched by the
author based on documents, records, political reports of the Governor-General of Indochina
being stored in France.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502383
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Khảo chứng tiền sử Việt Nam = Researching of Vietnam Prehistory / Truong Thai Du
Vietnam : Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, 2018
400p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786045877852
$ 46.00
'This book is the first and only combination until the present moment of astronomy,
ancient bibliography, language, culture, customs and genetics for the purpose of exploring
Vietnamese history. This book is divided into four parts. Part 1: A new way of interpreting
Nam Giao - Giao Chi - Tuong district - Cuu Chan - Nhat Nam terms from an astronomical
perspective combined with a root research of historical documents from the Qin-Han
Dynasty backwards. Part 2: New assumptions about Vietnamese history from the Hai Ba
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Trung era backwards. Part 3: Translation of original bibliographies related to ancient
Vietnamese history. Part 4: Overview of modern astronomy and ancient Chinese astronomy
used by the author to study Vietnamese history.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502386
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Literature
Nhật ký Nguyên Hồng = Diary of Nguyen Hong / Nguyen Thi Thanh Thu, Nguyen Thi Nha
Nam
Vietnam : Ter, 2018
652p.; 15 x 23 cm
Vietnamese
9786041131897
$ 48.00
Nguyen Hong (1918-1982) was a writer who made many important contributions to
modern Vietnamese literature. He is a writer of the miserables. Humanism is the dominant
thought in most of his works. Even when writing about crimes, evil things, his work is
always filled with love for people. 'Diary of Nguyen Hong' is precious posthumous articles
that his family has collected and arranged to be published. The draft was selected and
completed by his daughters, Nguyen Thi Thanh Thu and Nguyen Thi Nha Nam, to introduce
to readers on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of his birth. The pages of his diary from
1941 to 1982 demonstrated the cultural life of the country during the first half of the XX
century. Readers can imagine how writers have lived and worked in that era.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502387
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tiếp cận tác phẩm văn chương từ góc độ thi pháp học = Approaching literary works from a
poetic perspective / Pham Ngoc Hien
Vietnam : Tong Hop Tp. Ho Chi Minh, 2018
288p.; 14 x 20 cm
Vietnamese
9786045878682
$ 18.00
'The term "poetry" appears in ancient times in Greece, derived from the work of Poetry Art
of Aristote. People often understand that "poetics" is a method of writing poetry. Since the
beginning of the XX century, the study of poetics is understood in a new spirit. It is no
longer confined to the scope of composition but includes research and criticism of art and
literature. The study of poetics is divided into many schools and specialties. In teaching
literature, it is possible to combine the method of poetics with other methods to achieve
teaching goals in general. The main content of this book consists of 2 parts: 1. The theory of
poetics. 2. 2. Practice analyzing literary works in the direction of poetics.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502390
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Câu đố Jrai và Bahnar = Jrai and Bahnar puzzles / Nguyen Quang Tue
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
514p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
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Vietnamese
9786045395813
$ 26.00
'Jrai and Bahnar puzzles' is a collection, compilation and introduction of the text system of
puzzles of the Jrai and Bahnar people in Gia Lai province. In addition to the Code of
Abbreviations, main content of the book is divided into 2 main parts: Jrai Puzzles - Bahnar
Puzzles. Each part has the same following sections: Overview of Jrai - Bahnar people and
culture; Study history of research and collection of Jrai and Bahnar Puzzles. The puzzles are
introduced biligual format of Jrai and Bahnar transliteration and Vietnamese traslation.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502391
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sự tích truyền thuyết núi non, hang động, sông nước Ninh Bình = Legends of mountains,
caves and river of Ninh Binh / Do Danh Gia
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
408p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867738
$ 20.50
'Legends of mountains, caves and river of Ninh Binh' is a collection and introduction of
texts of stories and legends about the creation or association with the place names of
mountains, caves and water rivers in the area of Ninh Binh province. The main content of
the book is divided into 2 parts. Part one introduces to general features of geographic
location, economic - cultural - social characteristics of Ninh Binh province. The second part
is about a system of stories and legends with contents and meanings about mountainsm
caves... in Ninh Binh. The specific contents of each chapter are as follows: introduction
about some legends: Legend of Sword mountain, Legend of the hawk flying back...; The text
system of legends; General comments and assessments.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502392
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tìm hiểu truyện Ba Phi vùng Tây Nam Cà Mau từ góc nhìn văn hóa Nam Bộ = Ba Phi stories
in the Southern West of Ca Mau from perspective of Southern culture / Nguyen Thi Nhung
Vietnam : My Thuat, 2017
262p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786047867509
$ 13.50
'The 'Ba Phi stories in the Southern West of Ca Mau from perspective of Southern culture' is
a study and introduction of typical characteristics of the story system about Ba Phi in Ca
Mau province. Main content of the book consists of three chapters. Chapter 1: Ca Mau land the Southern West - the formation and circulation of Ba Phi Stories, overview introduction
to the young land of Ca Mau and briefing of process of forming and distributing of Ba Phi
story system. Chapter 2: Characteristics of content of Ba Phi stories, introduction to general
theoretical issues, specific contents of the Ba Phi story system and comparison them with
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other stories. Chapter 3: Characteristics of art of Ba Phi stories, analysis and introduction to
basic artistic features of the Ba Phi story system.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502394
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Truyện cổ M'nông = Folk tales of M'nong people / Bui Minh Vu
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
376p.;14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786045394892
$ 19.00
'Folk tales of M'nong people' is the introduction of 11 folk tales of the M'nong ethnic group
that have been documented in Vietnamese. The M'nong folk tales reflect the life of living,
emotional feelings and cultural characteristics of the ancient M'nong people. Some tales in
the book include: Mr Set Klang; The date of the festival; Go fishing; forced marriage; the
ghost in waterfall; Miss DruhDjar Le; Two friends; The hunter met the White Stork god;
Force to marriage the husband.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502397
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sự biến đổi của nhân vật thần thánh từ thần thoại đến cổ tích thần kỳ Việt Nam (Nghiên
cứu) = Changes of divine characters from myths to fairy tales of Vietnam / Nguyen Thi
Dung
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
660p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786045395776
$ 33.00
'Changes of divine characters from myths to fairy tales of Vietnam' is a study and
introduction to features of divine characters and changes of these characters type in
magicial myths and fairy tales. Main content of this book is implemented through 6
chapters. Chapters 1 & 2: General overview of the study of divine characters from myths to
fairy tales of Vietnam. Chapters 3 & 4: Survey on divine character in magical myths of
ethnic minorites and Vietnamese fairy tales finding common features of divine characters.
Chapter 5: Introducing changes of divine characters from myths to fairy tales by analyzing
the world view - human view of folk authors through stories. Chapter 6: Changes of divine
characters follow to the artistic thinking process from myths to fairy tales of Vietnam.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502398
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Đặc trưng thể loại và việc văn bản hóa truyền thuyết dân gian Việt Nam (nghiên cứu và giới
thiệu) = Characteristics of the genre and the documentation of folk legends of Vietnam /
Tran Thi An
Vietnam : Hoi Nha Van, 2017
776p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786045395868
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$ 39.00
'This book is a study of Vietnamese folk legends in terms of genre characteristics and
documentation of this genre. Main content of this book is implemented through 3 chapters.
Chapter 1: Lengends as a genre of folk literature (Legends in folklore; content inspiration of
this genre; Some poetic features). Chapter 2: Documenting folk legends in history and
magical tales (Legends in history - the belief in real magic; Legends in magic tales - belief in
sanctity). Chapter 3: Documenting folk legends in prose of the middle age period (Some
aspects of documentation of legends in prose of the middle age period of Vietnam;
Documentation of folk legends in prose from X to XV and XVIII to XIX century).
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502400
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nghệ An ký = Record on Nghe An land / Bui Duong Lich
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
584p.; 14 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786049564079
$ 40.00
'Bui Duong Lich (1757 - 1828) was an official in the Vietnamese feudal dynasty and a
teacher, historian, geographer has many detailed records, focusing on authenticity. Record
on Nghe An land (Nghệ An Ký) is a famous Vietnamese book set, written around the
beginning of the XIX century. The book has been compiled very elaborately, fully reflecting
the history, geography, climate, characters, poetry ... of Nghe An town (now Nghe An and Ha
Tinh provinces). The work has three large chapters divided according to Confucian
triangular conception (Heaven, Earth, Human: records of heaven, land and human. Nghệ An
Ký has great academic value, it is an original document that provides a lot of direct, reliable
information for researchers and those interested in learning about Vietnamese historical
geography.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502402
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Politics
Văn kiện Đảng toàn tập - Tập 69 = The Complete Party Documents - Volume 69
Vietnam : Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Su That, 2018
990p.; 15 x 22cm
Vietnamese
9786045738993
$ 58.00
Complete Party Documents was first published under the decision of the central
secretariat of the Communist Party of Vietnam. This book reflects quite fully and
comprehensively the leadership and direction of the Party in 2010. The material in the
book includes: resolutions, decisions, instructions, announcements, conclusions,
documents of the National Congresses, the Party Central Committee's Conference,
documents of the Politburo and Secretariat; important speeches and articles of key leaders
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of the Party, State, Government and National Assembly. Episode 69 corresponds to 2010 is
the year with many important events of the country, the last year to implement the
orientation and tasks of 5-year socio-economic development 2006 - 2010 and the
Economic - Social Development Strategy Festival 2001 - 2010. The results achieved in 2010
are the basis for the development and implementation of the socio-economic development
plan in 2011 and the following years.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502404
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ngăn chặn, đẩy lùi suy thoái về tư tưởng chính trị, đạo đức, lối sống, biểu hiện "tự diễn
biến", "tự chuyển hóa" trong cán bộ, công chức, viên chức ở Việt Nam - Thực trạng, quan
điểm, định hướng, giải pháp (kỷ yếu hội thảo khoa học cấp quốc gia) = Prevent, repel
recession on political ideology, morality, lifestyle, expression "self-evolution", "selftransformation" in leaders, civil servants and officials in Vietnam - Current situation, views
, orientation and solution (Proceedings of national scientific conference) / Central
Organizing Commission
Vietnam : Chinh Tri Quoc Gia Sự Thật, 2018
1148p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnames
9786045741658
$ 66.00
Officials and cadre work are important issues, particularly concerned by the Communist
Party of Vietnam. From the moral degradation of a large part of state officials and Party
members, the Communist Party of Vietnam and the State of Vietnam have proposed many
important measures to contribute to repel negative expressions building exemplary cadres,
civil servants, and Party members to meet the requirements of accelerating
industrialization, modernization and international integration. The main content of the
book consists of 2 parts: 1. Prevent, repel recession on political ideology, morality, lifestyle,
expression "self-evolution", "self-transformation" in leaders, civil servants and officials in
Vietnam. 2. The result of the struggle to prevent moral degradation and political ideology.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502409
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Socio-Economics
Báo cáo thường niên doanh nghiệp Việt Nam 2017-2018 (Chủ đề năm: Phát triển doanh
nghiệp trong nền kinh tế số) = Vietnam Business Annual Report 2017 - 2018 (Theme of the
Year: Business development in a digital economy) / Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and
Industry
Vietnam : Thong Tin Va Truyen Thong, 2018
126p.; 20 x 26cm
Vietnamese
9786048030483
$ 40.00
This book contains the following main contents: I. Overview of Vietnam's business
environment in 2017: Vietnam economic growth; Financial markets, currencies, prices;
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World economy and foreign direct investment into Vietnam; Digital economy,
opportunities and challenges for Vietnamese enterprises. II. Vietnam business capacity in
2017 and 2007-2017 period. III. Developing Vietnamese enterprises in the digital economy:
The situation of e-commerce development in Vietnam; Non-traditional business models in
Vietnam; Business environment issues. IV. Prospects for business environment, business
development in Vietnam in 2018 and recommendations.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502410
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kết quả tổng điều tra kinh tế năm 2017 = Results of the 2017 Economic Census / General
Statistics Office
Vietnam : Thong Ke, 2018
368p.; 19 x 27cm.
Bilingual Vietnamese-English
9786047510016
$ 70.00
The most significant objective of the 2017 Economic Census aims to evaluate the
development in term of quantity and employees of business, administrative units, public
service delivery (non-profit) units, including establishments; the business production
results; degree of information technology application; structure and distribution of
business establishments, of employees by locality, economic sector, and economic
ownership to meet the management requirements of the Party, the State, Ministries, lineministries, localities and information requirement of the society as well. The Census results
are used to calculate GDP indicators of the entire economy and GRDP by province, city; at
the same time supplement data and update database on enterprises, master frame of
business establishments, administrative units and public service delivery units for sample
surveys in the coming period of the Statistics Sector, Ministries, line-ministries and
localities.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502411
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Biến đổi khí hậu và sinh kế của một số dân tộc thiểu số ở vùng miền núi Tây Bắc Việt Nam =
Climate change and livelihoods of some ethnic minorities in the northwest mountainous
region of Vietnam / Dr. Tran Hong Hanh
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
300p.; 14.5 x 20.5cm.
Vietnamese
9786049563645
$ 12.00
This book is the result of a ministry-level study entitled "Changing the Livelihoods of Some
Ethnic Minorities in the Northwestern Region of Viet Nam under the Impacts of Climate
Change". The content of this book consists of 5 main sections: 1. Research overview,
theoretical foundations, concepts, theories, and research methods. 2. Overlooking the
mountainous area of northwestern Vietnam. 3. Identifying climate change in the
mountainous area of northwestern Vietnam. 4. Impacts of climate change on the livelihoods
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of some ethnic minorities in the mountainous area of northwestern Vietnam. 5. Changes in
the livelihoods of some ethnic minorities as a response to and adaptation to climate change.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=467668
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Giá trị và chức năng của Tin Lành trong vùng dân tộc thiểu số ở Việt Nam hiện nay = The
value and function of Protestantism in ethnic minority areas in Vietnam today / Vu Thi Thu
Ha
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
200p.; 14.5 x 20.5cm.
Vietnamese
9786049563171
$ 9.00
In recent times, Protestantism has grown at a rapid pace and has become a major religious
community among ethnic minorities in the North West and the Central Highlands.
Protestantism is increasingly playing a role in the social, economic and cultural life of
ethnic minorities. This book contains three main contents: 1. The value and function of
Protestantism. 2. The current status of the impact of Protestant values on ethnic minorities
in Viet Nam today. 3. Solutions to promote the value of Protestantism for the social
stabilization of ethnic minorities in Vietnam.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502413
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hà Nội, vùng đô thị tương lai - Chấm dứt hòa nhập làng xóm trong đô thị / Sylvie Fanchette
Vietnam : The Gioi, 2018
196p.;24.5 x 27cm
Vietnamese
9786047751846
$ 79.00
This book is compiled by Professor Sylvie Fanchette, Research Director of the IRD Institute
of Research for Development, France. Based on a rich set of materials including maps and
fieldwork, this book with the participation of many authors shows the confrontation
between the process of urbanization in each locality with the trend of forming a large
urban area in the form of widespread urbanization. With a combination of specialized
approaches at multiple levels of space and society in a dynamic transition context, this
publication allows to determine the extent to which large-scale urban development
projects affect the lives of villages that have been integrated into urban space and at the
same time redefine the location of suburban villages as adequate factors to create a
diversity of population - sociology in the process of forming this large urban area.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502415
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thông tin quy hoạch chung xây dựng thủ đô đến năm 2030 và tầm nhìn đến năm 2050 =
Some facts about the Hanoi Capital urban master plan to 2030 and vision to 2050 / Hanoi
Peoples' Committee
Vietnam : Ha Noi, 2018
120p.;20 x 29 cm
Mary Martin Booksellers Pte Ltd
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Bilingual Vietnamese-English
9786045532614
$ 20.00
This document introduces the basic content of the Ha Noi Capital Urban Master Plan. Hanoi
is the nerve-center of the national politics and administration, a large center of culture,
science, education, economy and international transaction. With the advantages of
geographical and political position and with a long history of development, Hanoi always
played the most important role in the country, has broad attractions and impacts on the
country and Southeast Asia. With the aim of receiving and using the foreign direct
investment effectively, Hanoi has built an attractive investment environment, in which
urban construction planning plays an important role in the formulation of investment
policies. The contents in this book will be useful for investors, developers, managers,
researchers, architects and planners... to get a better insight into the Hanoi Capital Urban
Master Plan.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502418
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kết quả điều tra cơ sở sản xuất kinh doanh cá thể 2017 = Results of the individual business
establishment census 2017 / Hanoi Statistics Office
Vietnam : Thong Ke, 2018
140p.; 17 x 24 cm
Bilingual Vietnamese-English
9786047510375
$ 30.00
The purpose of implementing this census on individual business establishment area is to
evaluate the growth in number and labours in these establishments; major production and
business results; structure and distribution of these establishment; labour based on
provinces and kinds of economic activities. These results in turn help fulfil management
requirements of the government, serve the strategy-building duty as well as an economic
and social development program. This book is compiled and published to meet the demand
for data across levels and ministries of the government with two main parts as: 1.
Assessment of overall results of the Census on individual business establishments in Hanoi
city. 2. Data of the Census on individual business establishments in 2017.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502420
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Việt Nam - điều tra quốc gia người khuyết tật 2016 = National survey on people with
disabilities 2016 / General Statistics Office
Vietnam : Thong Ke, 2018
506p.; 20 x 29 cm
Vietnamese
9786047510474
$ 70.00
This is the first time Vietnam conducted a large scale survey with complex content which
used the measuring tool sets based on the international standards on disability. The
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objectives of the Survey is to access the disability status of the population and related
socio-economics conditions for evidence-based planning and policy making for people with
disabilities; monitoring and evaluating the implementation of policies and laws on people
with disabilities in Viet Nam as well as international commitments of VIet Nam on people
with disabilites. The investigation is closely coordinated by relevant Ministries and
International Organizations, especially UNICEF and The Washington Group on Disability
Statistics (WG).
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502421
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quy hoạch tổng thể phát triển kinh tế - xã hội thành phố Hải Phòng đến năm 2025, định
hướng đến năm 2030 = The master plan on socio-economic development of Hai Phong city
up to 2025 and orientations towards 2030 / Hai Phong City People's Committee
Vietnam : Thong Ke, 2018
400p.;17 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786047509805
$ 99.00
'This is the content stated by the Prime Minister in Decision 821 / QD-TTg dated July 6,
2018 on the adjustment and supplementation of the master plan on socio-economic
development of Hai Phong city up to 2025 and orientations towards 2030. Hai Phong city
was built with the goal of becoming a green, civilized, modern and smart Port City with fast
economic growth, prioritizing the service sector with breakthrough strength. The plan
focuses on urban development with synchronous and modern infrastructure, ensuring
connectivity; renovating the growth model in the direction of rapid development,
improving the efficiency and competitiveness of the economy; harmonious combination of
sustainable development goals and proactive response to climate change...
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502423
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Giải thưởng Hồ Chí Minh và giải thưởng Nhà nước về khoa học và công nghệ = Ho Chi Minh
Prizes and State Prizes for science and technology / Ministry of Science and Technology
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc va Ky Thuat, 2018
352p.; 19 x 27 cm
Vietnamese
9786046708711
$ 60.00
'The Ho Chi Minh Prize is the award of the State of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam for
scientific and technical research projects, especially outstanding educational and literary
and artistic works. This award is only given to studies of great significance, broad and longterm influence in people's lives, making an important contribution to the development of
the national economy, science and technology. The Ho Chi Minh Prize is considered the
most prestigious award today in Vietnam. The book helps readers access to each awardwinning research project, as well as a systematic overview of the pinnacle of scientific and
technological achievements in Vietnam since the date of establishment of the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam.
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http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502424
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sự thay đổi thói quen của người dân vùng Đồng bằng Bắc Bộ = The change of habits of
people in the Northern Delta region / Nguyen Quang Khai
Vietnam : Chinh Trị Quoc Gia Su That, 2018
208p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786045740224
$ 13.00
The habits of Vietnamese people in general, the habits of people in the Northern Delta
region in particular are formed based on the geographical, economic, political and cultural
conditions of the region. Over thousands of years of development, habits have changed to
adapt to new conditions. The book by Nguyen Quang Khai helps readers see habits in some
areas of social life and classes and ages in the Northern Delta region. Issues studied by the
author include: culinary habits; selecting residence places and housing construction;
costume; how to move and socialize; how to express faith in religion, belief ...
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502426
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Biến đổi về văn hóa, xã hội của cộng đồng cư dân theo đạo Tin Lành ở một số dân tộc thiểu
số miền núi phía Bắc (từ năm 2005 đến nay) = Cultural and social changes of the Protestant
community in some ethnic minorities in the Northern mountainous region (from 2005 to
present) / Dr. Tran Thi Hong Yen
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
420p.;14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786049562983
$ 14.00
This book is the result of a study by the Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences in Dien Bien
and Ha Giang provinces. The main content of the book consists of 5 chapters. Chapter 1:
Overview of documents related to research issues and theoretical basis. Chapter 2: The
situation of Protestantism from 2005 to present. Chapter 3: Social change of H'Mong and
Dao Protestant from 2005 to present. Chapter 4: Cultural changes of H'Mong and Dao
Protestants from 2005 to present. Chapter 5: Trends, factors affecting and affecting the
cultural and social changes of H'Mong and Dao Protestants.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502427
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Biến đổi hôn nhân của người Mường ở Hòa Bình và người Mường di cư ở Đắk Lắk =
Marriage changes of Muong people in Hoa Binh and Muong migrants in Dak Lak / Nguyen
Thi Song Ha
Vietnam : Chinh Trị Quoc Gia Su That, 2018
320p.; 16 x 24 cm
Vietnamese
9786045741689
$ 29.50
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'According to the concept of Muong people, marriage has a special meaning not only for
individuals but also for families. Marriages of Muong people in Hoa Binh and Dak Lak both
show traditional cultural characteristics and reflect local nuances of ethnic minorities. The
marriage of Muong ethnic people contains many values of art, music, painting, dance,
humanity, the worldview of ethnic people. This book is the result of research, ethnographic
fieldwork for many years by the authors, systematically presenting the principles and
wedding ceremonies in traditional marriages of Muong ethnic people; clarifying the
similarities and differences, marriage changes and factors affecting marriage changes of
Muong ethnic people in Hoa Binh and Dak Lak provinces.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502428
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bảo tồn và phát triển làng nghề trong quá trình xây dựng nông thôn mới ở Nam Bộ = The
preservation and development of craft villages in the process of new rural construction in
the South / Dinh Trong Thu
Vietnam : Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 2018
260p.; 14.5 x 20.5 cm
Vietnamese
9786049563980
$ 10.00
'This study explores and assesses the development of craft villages in the process of
building new rural areas in the southern provinces. From these assessments, experts offer
solutions to preserve and promote the value of craft villages. The main content of the book
consists of 7 chapters. Chapter 1: Concept, role and characteristics of the development of
craft villages in the direction of new rural construction. Chapter 2: Content development
and construction. Chapter 3: Rural development experiences in Vietnam and
internationally. Chapter 4: History of craft village development. Chapter 5: Situation of
trade village protection and development. Chapter 6: Factors affecting the development of
craft villages in the context of new rural construction. Chapter 7: Solutions to preserve and
develop craft villages in South Vietnam.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=502429
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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